
9/20/76 
Dear Karen, 

Your job news is great! Congratulations! There is always the chance that it can lead to something better, too. Meanwhile, it seems to be the job that will give you good training for law school when you can get there. 
I'm very happy to have the tape of Lane's appearance with Morrow on KDKA. I'll explain why briefly. From this you will also know that I'd appreciate any scrap on this kind of thing by any of them. 

All present indications are that tha committee is starting off with total irreepona atbdlity and having obtained its life through only irresponsibility. This presents a number of serious prob. 
While I do not now what I can do, I do know that 1  must make an effort. To this end moat of all I need to know. Lens is nototioua for his thievery, his lies and his actual ignorance of fact. The most basic fact. Be is working with a Hollywood producer and a whole crew of zanies and ripoff artists, incompetents. Their initial operaticn,was to involve the Black Caucus by stealing my work and Les kayne's, then palmed off by Lane in an article as his and NBC, by broadcast, as its. 1,110 actually told the Congress that the work was its original work and then broadcast this. I heard that. 
While tie stealing of my work and Les' is a problem, it is not now the most important one. That is to maks an effort with the members of this committee who are not nuts to keep it going straight and to get it off this kind of craziness. 
That will not be easy. I'll have to collect such evidence. 
If there is anyone you know you can get to help with providing this information from other than your immediate area I'd appreciate it. ;'leanshile, many thanks for your foresightedness. Our best to you all, 
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